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Abstract—Bag-of-words (BOW), which represents an image by
the histogram of local patches on the basis of a visual vocabulary,
has attracted intensive attention in visual categorization due to
its good performance and flexibility. Conventional BOW neglects
the contextual relations between local patches due to its Naı̈ve
Bayesian assumption. However, it is well known that contextual
relations play an important role for human beings to recognize
visual categories from their local appearance. This paper pro-
poses a novel contextual bag-of-words (CBOW) representation
to model two kinds of typical contextual relations between
local patches, i.e., a semantic conceptual relation and a spatial
neighboring relation. To model the semantic conceptual relation,
visual words are grouped on multiple semantic levels according to
the similarity of class distribution induced by them, accordingly
local patches are encoded and images are represented. To explore
the spatial neighboring relation, an automatic term extraction
technique is adopted to measure the confidence that neighboring
visual words are relevant. Word groups with high relevance
are used and their statistics are incorporated into the BOW
representation. Classification is taken using the support vector
machine with an efficient kernel to incorporate the relational
information. The proposed approach is extensively evaluated on
two kinds of visual categorization tasks, i.e., video event and scene
categorization. Experimental results demonstrate the importance
of contextual relations of local patches and the CBOW shows
superior performance to conventional BOW.

Index Terms—Bag-of-words, conceptual relation, local patches
context, neighboring relation.

I. Introduction

THE POPULARITY of the internet has caused an expo-
nential increase in the amount of online video data and in

the number of users. Visual categorization, which can be used
for indexing, searching, filtering, and mining large amounts
of video data, becomes increasingly important for users. For
example, we can group the video frames according to the high-
level concepts they contain or group the scenes they happened
in such as Indoor, Beach, People−Marching, and so on, for
efficient browsing.

Conventional methods of visual categorization usually rep-
resent an image based on the low level global features such
as “gist,” Gabor filters, color moment, texture from the whole
image or from a fixed spatial layout [1], [22], [37], which is
convenient for categorization and is computationally efficient.
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[5] tried using high-level global features to determine the se-
mantic class of a scene utilizing a semantic object detector and
generative scene-configuration models. The main drawback
of global feature-based methods is their sensitivity to scale,
pose and lighting condition changes, clutter, and occlusions.
Recently, categorization based on local features in the image
has attracted intensive attention in visual categorization, for
its robustness to intra-class variations. Local features detected
from an image are of various numbers and in a different
order, therefore we cannot apply the classification algorithms
directly. Some methods are proposed to define a matching
function [9], [11] or find the correspondences [4] to measure
the similarity between local feature sets directly. Though
effective, they are unpractical to be applied to large scale
datasets, such as TRECVID corpus [33], due to the high-
computational complexity.

Originating from the text categorization area, bag-of-words
(BOW) has become a popular method for visual categorization
for its effectiveness and flexibility. With extracted local fea-
tures from images, a visual vocabulary is built by clustering
the local features to visual words, which are analogous to the
words in text documents. Then each local feature is encoded
by mapping to a visual word, and an image can be represented
as a BOW, or specifically, a vector containing the count of
each visual word in that image [8]. In this process, the visual
vocabulary provides an intermediate helping to convert the
chaotic local feature set to a regular representation vector,
based on which it is convenient to apply the machine learning
techniques, such as support vector machine (SVM), to yield
good performance. Joining the robustness of local feature
matching and the practicality of vector representation, the
BOW model has been applied to various tasks, such as image
categorization [40], video object retrieval [31], near duplicate
detection [36], etc., and shown excellent performance. On
several benchmark datasets, for example the PASCAL visual
object classes, the BOW-based methods achieved a state of the
art performance [28].

Though shown to be very effective [40], the BOW assumes
that local features in an image are independent to each other
given the class, i.e., the Naı̈ve Bayesian assumption, which
means the contextual relations between local patches are ne-
glected. Contextual information is important in the recognition
process of human beings. A white image patch is likely to
be the cloud if it is in a sky area, while it could be a
sheep if surrounded by grass. In the text area, the relation
between words can be utilized to help understanding. One can
expect to find certain letters occurring regularly in particular
arrangement with other letters. With the visual words analogy,
encoding the local features as visual words, it is natural that
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Fig. 1. BOW and CBOW for three video keyframes in terms of five
visual words. The representations are shown to the right of each keyframe.
Keyframes I1 and I2 belong to the car concept while I3 does not. Regarding
BOW, I2 has more histogram intersection with I3, while with CBOW, where
the contextual relations are considered, I2 has more intersection with I1.

the context of related visual words can be considered for better
categorization.

Two relations between local patches in images or video
keyframes can be important for categorization. First, there is
the semantic conceptual relation between patches. An image
or video frame can be described by the composition of objects
such as cars, buildings, and persons. The objects can be further
described in terms of parts, e.g., a wheel of a car, a window
of a building, or the face of a person. On the bottom level, the
local patches have the relation of appearing on the “same part,”
“same object,” or “same category” [32]. In BOW, visual words
are usually learned by clustering over features, in terms of
the visual appearance. Different words may correspond to the
same concept, i.e., they are conceptually related. As a result
the corresponding features in different images may be encoded
to different bins and classification performance is affected.
Second, the spatial neighboring context of patches is totally
neglected in the BOW. In many cases, two patches appearing
together, i.e., having the neighboring relation, can give more
information for classification than appearing separately.

Fig. 1 illustrates the effect of these two relations for cate-
gorization using three video keyframes and five visual words.
Keyframes I1 and I2 belong to the car concept and keyframe
I3 does not. Visual words W1, W2, and W3 all contain the
concept of “tire” but have different appearances due to the
imaging variation and limitation of the local patch extractor.
Visual words W4, W5 occur in both I2 and I3 while they are
a neighbor forming an informative part only in I2. By the
original BOW, the representation for each keyframe is shown
in the first line of its right area, according to which I2 has
more histogram intersection with I3 than with I1, which is
not expected in categorization. As marked on the top, we

consider the conceptual relation of W1, W2, and W3, and the
neighboring relation of W4 and W5. For conceptual relation,
the occurrence of a word also indicates the concept of its
relational words, and for neighboring relation, the occurrence
of relational words in the neighborhood should be considered.
Therefore, we group the patches of the “tire” concept together
and count the occurrence of neighboring W4 and W5 to obtain a
new contextual bag-of-words (CBOW) representation for each
keyframe, as shown in the second line of its right. By the
CBOW, obviously I2 is more matched with I1 than with I3,
therefore categorization can be facilitated.

Although the contextual relations between local patches are
useful, they have not been well explored in the BOW-based vi-
sual categorization. Most approaches group local features into
separate bins of visual words and treat these words indepen-
dently when comparing or categorizing. Different weighting
schemes, such as binary or term frequency (TF) [8], [40], term
frequency–inverse document frequency [31], and binary [27],
have been proposed for considering the significance of indi-
vidual words. However, the visual words context has not been
considered in this process. In [17], Lazebnik et al. consider
the spatial layout relation of local features by partitioning an
image into increasingly fine grids and computing the BOW
inside each grid cell. It shows better performance than the
original BOW and validates the importance of the local patches
context for visual categorization. The spatial layout relation
of local patches is still rough, though, and the two contextual
relations addressed in this paper have not been considered yet.

In this paper, we propose a novel visual categorization
algorithm to model the two contextual relations between
local patches based on the BOW representation. Firstly, the
semantic conceptual relation is measured according to the class
distribution induced by the visual words. The distributional
similarity is measured by the Kullback–Leibler (KL) [15]
divergence. With different similarity criteria, relational visual
words are grouped on multiple semantic levels and images
are represented accordingly. The multiple level conceptual
relation is integrated into the classification by a kernel design
based on the pyramid matching theory. Moreover, to evaluate
the neighboring relation of visual words, the automatic term
extraction from the text area is adopted, which calculates a
confidence value that neighboring words can form an infor-
mative part. Informative word groups with high confidence
are then extracted and their statistical information is combined
with the BOW representation.

We studied the effectiveness of the proposed contextual
relations modeling method on two visual categorization
tasks: scene categorization and video event categorization.
Experiments are conducted on the 15 scene categories dataset
and TRECVID2005 events detection corpus. Comparisons
with previous methods are taken. The spatial layout relation
is further combined to extensively explore the effective of
local patches context in categorization. In the following,
we also use conceptual relation and neighboring relation to
denote semantic conceptual relation and spatial neighboring
relation, respectively.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
briefly reviews the related works. Section III presents the de-
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tails of the proposed visual categorization approach, including
conceptual relation modeling, neighboring relation modeling,
and classification scheme. Section IV gives experimental re-
sults on two benchmark datasets. Finally, Section V concludes
this paper.

II. Related Work

Since being introduced, BOW has attracted intensive at-
tention. Some works have studied the parameters or feature
settings of BOW comparatively to yield high-categorization
performance [38]. Many algorithms were also proposed to
improve the method itself. Different clustering techniques,
such as agglomerative [13], mean-shift [18] or hierarchical
k-means [26], have been adopted for visual vocabulary learn-
ing. To introduce discrimination to the visual words or in-
tegrate the visual words learning step into the classification
scheme, Winn et al. [34] proposed to build a compact and
discriminative codebook by pair wise merging of visual words
based on the information bottleneck principle, and Moosmann
et al. [24] applied the randomized forest method to codebook
learning. Recently, [16] proposed to learn the codebook by
minimizing information loss. These algorithms aim at improv-
ing the visual words to encode local features efficiently, there-
fore lead to better categorization performance or high speed.

In contrast, to minimize the gap between visual words
encoding and the semantic concepts, [10], [30] try to extract
the middle level topics based on BOW and model categories
in terms of the semantic topics. They apply the probabilistic
latent semantic analysis (pLSA) and latent Dirichlet allocation
(LDA), which originate from the text processing area. Each
topic has a probabilistic distribution over the words and
image categories are modeled in terms of the distribution of
topics. The learning process can be unsupervised and pLSA
is also applied to human action categorization [25] and video
object discovery [19]. Though appealing in theory, later work
shows that BOW still keeps the prior position in terms of
categorization performance [17]. None of the above algorithms
have considered the contextual relations between local patches
in the image.

In [17], the spatial layout relation of local features is
considered assuming that similar parts of scene categories
often appear in similar areas of 2-D image space. Images
are partitioned into increasingly fine grids and histograms
are computed for patches found inside each grid cell, based
on which the pyramid matching is adapted for classification,
named spatial pyramid matching (SPM). It obtains better
categorization performance than the original BOW, but the
spatial layout relation is still rough and the contextual relations
we are going to address in this paper have not been considered.
Liu et al. [20] proposes to group visual words to intermediate
concepts by co-clustering and reducing the dimensions of
image representation for efficient computing, where visual
words are clustered semantically. However, their aim is to be
more efficient and the conceptual relation is not well combined
for better performance.

The neighboring relation between local patches has been
explored in Bayesian framework-based object categorization

Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed visual categorization approach. White and
gray pipelines mark the flow of training and test keyframes, respectively, and
the green pipeline represents the contextual relations that are used in the
representation computing process.

and image retrieval tasks. Wu et al. [35] proposed to use
the visual language model (VLM) to statistic distribution
of the neighboring visual words (N-grams) to describe the
image category. Modeling the probability of every possible
N-gram in a Bayesian framework, the VLM cannot be nat-
urally combined with the BOW representation, thus it is
weak in categorization performance. Zheng et al. [42] and
Zhang et al. [41] extract visual phases, i.e., neighboring words
groups, simply according to their occurrence frequency for
image retrieval. This paper is different from them in that we
explore the contextual relations between local patches for more
effective visual categorization in the BOW framework.

III. Contextual Bag-of-Words Categorization

There are three main steps in the proposed approach for
visual categorization. First, similar to BOW, local features
are extracted from images or video keyframes and translated
to the feature descriptors; then visual words are learned by
clustering. Second, the occurrence numbers of visual words
are counted and the two contextual relations between visual
words are measured from the statistics. Finally, the images
are represented and classification is taken considering the
relation information. Fig. 2 shows an overview of the proposed
approach. White and gray pipelines mark the flow of training
and test images or video keyframes respectively, and the green
pipeline represents the contextual relations that are used in the
CBOW representation computing process.

A. Feature Extraction and Visual Words Learning

In the feature extraction, local patches used are extracted
densely from the images and translated to scale invariant fea-
ture transform (SIFT) descriptors [21]. Some previous works
use interest point detectors for local patches extraction, but
the features detected are usually too sparse to describe the
visual characteristics. Recent research shows that extracting
local patches densely can yield better performance [27]. Thus,
we extract the patches centering on a regular grid with spacing
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the patches conceptual relation. Patches of the same
concept may correspond to different visual words, which is referred to as
“conceptual relation” here. The appearance of a word implies the information
of its relational words.

M pixels and calculate the descriptor of each local patch. As
a result each image is translated to a set of local features. The
SIFT descriptor is widely used and is shown to be effective in
the performance evaluation of [23], and the PCA-SIFT [14],
which extends the original SIFT descriptors, has been shown
to be more compact and distinctive. Conventionally, SIFT is
computed for eight orientation planes and each gradient region
is sampled over a 4×4 grid of locations. Thus, the dimension
of the resulting descriptor is 128. In this paper, since the
main orientation of the sampled local patches is unknown,
for each sampled patch we use two orthogonal orientations as
the main orientation and concatenate the descriptors calculated
accordingly, resulting in a vector of 256 dimensions. Then the
principle component analysis (PCA) is applied to transform
the features to 80 dimensions to reduce the computation and
storage cost. The PCA transform is learned using a randomly
selected subset of training features and applied to all the local
features.

The visual words are learned from a collection of local
patches sampled from the training images using the k-means
clustering algorithm, which efficiently groups visually similar
patches into one cluster. The visual words are set as the cluster
centroids. With a visual vocabulary, each local feature can be
encoded as a word by a vector quantization algorithm, i.e., the
nearest word to it. For each keyframe or image, the occurrence
number of each word can be counted to form a histogram
representation.

B. Conceptual Relation Modeling

The conventional BOW encodes local patches purely ac-
cording to the visual appearance and considering visual words
independently. However, as illustrated in Fig. 3, some words
are closely related in concept while some are not. The oc-
currence of a visual word conveys similar information to its
relational words, which should be considered in the catego-
rization. This section details the process that measures and
incorporates the conceptual relation between local patches in
the categorization.

Evaluating the conceptual relation between local patches has
rarely been addressed in visual categorization. However, in the
text area, the relation between words can be obtained from the
WordNet [29], which is built manually. In informative cluster-
ing, semantic distance between words is measured implicitly
or explicitly to group the semantically similar words [3]. Most
of the methods are essentially based on the information gain
criterion. Among them, an effective way is to measure the

word relation by the KL divergence between distributions
of the classes induced by the words, and it also measures
the distance explicitly and is convenient to be incorporated
into categorization frameworks [2], [3]. The distribution is
computed according to the statistical information of words’
occurrence [2]. In BOW, with the visual words analogy, the
conceptual relation between visual words can be measured
similarly. The core intuition behind this measurement is that
visual words related to the same objects or object parts are
more likely to distribute similarly over the categories. For
example, patches of “eye” or “nose” tend to occur frequently
in face images and less in other categories.

To illustrate the conceptual relation of visual words derived
from their distribution, in Fig. 4, four visual words from
1000 words learned by k-means clustering (from a 15 scene
categories dataset) are used. The above figure shows some
sample patches of these visual words extracted from the
training images in row sequence. We can see visual words #2,
#352, and #503 are closely related to the “coastline” part of the
coast category and therefore have strong conceptual relation,
while visual word #4 has a very small conceptual relation with
them. The below figure plots the class distributions induced by
these words in the training set. The horizontal axis represents
the class variable, the vertical axis indicates the probability of
each class given the word, and the shape of the line shows
the distribution. As we can see, the line shape of distributions
of the three relational words is quite similar, while that of
word #4 is obviously different. Thus, using the induced class
distribution, the conceptual relation between visual words can
be calculated. Considering the classification task, the graph
of class distributions can also be interpreted as a picture of
how much the word votes for each of the classes whenever it
occurs, and it can be seen from Fig. 4 that the three relational
visual words vote mostly for the coast category, with the other
voting mostly for the forest category.

Consider the distribution of a particular word Wt over a
class Cj , i.e., the probability of Cj given Wt

P(Cj|Wt) =
P(Cj, Wt)

P(Wt)
. (1)

This probability is approximately calculated by counting the
occurrence number of visual words, i.e., the number Wt

occurring in class Cj versus its occurrence number in all the
classes. To measure the difference between two conditional
distributions, the KL divergence, also called information diver-
gence, is used. The KL divergence between the distributions
of class variable C induced by Wt and Ws is defined as

KL
(
P(C|Wt)||P(C|Ws)

)
=

|C|∑
j=1

P(Cj|Wt) log
(P(Cj|Wt)

P(Cj|Ws)

)
.

(2)
In the context of information theory, the KL divergence can
be intuitively understood as a measure of inefficiency that
occurs when messages are sent according to one distribution,
P(C|Wt), but encoded with a code that is optimal for a
different distribution, P(C|Ws).

Since the KL divergence is not symmetric, and it is infinite
when an event with nonzero probability in the first distribution
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Fig. 4. Conceptual relation of patches from the class distribution induced by
visual words. (a) Sample patches corresponding to words #2, #352, #503, and
#4 from 1000 words leaned by k-means in row sequence. (b) Plots the class
probability distribution of these words. Words #2, #352, and #503 have similar
distribution and are grouped as relational in the proposed method while word
#4 is not.

has zero distribution in the second distribution, here we use
a related measure that does not have these problems. It is a
weighted average of the KL divergence of each distribution to
their mean distribution

D(Wt, Ws) =
P(Wt)

P(Wt ∨ Ws)
∗ KL

(
P(C|Wt)||P(C|Wt ∨ Ws)

)

+
P(Ws)

P(Wt ∨ Ws)
∗ KL

(
P(C|Ws)||P(C|Wt ∨ Ws)

)
.

(3)

When words Wt and Ws are considered as relational and
grouped together, the new distribution P(C|Wt ∨ Ws) is the
weighted average of the individual distributions. This metric
can be understood as the expected amount of inefficiency
incurred if, instead of encoding two distributions optimally
with their own code, we use the code that would be optimal
for their mean. Here it describes the difference of effect to the
image representation that relational words that formerly gen-
erated their own individual statistics now generate combined
statistics.

With the informative measurement of (3), from an initial
vocabulary of K words, we can group the visual words to a
pre-defined number of relational groups by an agglomerative
procedure as in the following, where the group number is

denoted as K C.
1) Calculate the conditional distribution over the class

variable of each original word P(Cj|Wt). According to
(2) and (3), calculate the semantic distance D(Wt, Ws)
between each words pair (Wt, Ws).

2) Initially, each word itself is considered as a relational
group. Iteratively merge the two groups whose distance
value is the smallest until the group number equals to
K C. The distance between two groups (WCt, WCs) is
defined as the shortest distance that a word in cluster
WCt to a word in cluster WCs

D(WCt, WCs) = min
i∈I,j∈J

D(Wi, Wj) (4)

where I, J represent the collection of words in group t

and group s, respectively.
Since words of the same conceptual group reflect simi-

lar semantic meaning, their occurrence is considered as the
occurrence of the group. The occurrence numbers of all the
groups can form a histogram representation similar to that of
the BOW, which is used in the categorization. Furthermore,
semantic relation between patches can be interpreted in mul-
tiple levels; containing same scene, object, object parts, or
intermediate concepts. It is impossible to precisely measure
visual words relation corresponding to these levels; here we
propose to incorporate the conceptual relations between visual
words on multiple levels in an approximate way, which will
be detailed in Section III-D.

C. Neighboring Relation Modeling

In images or video keyframes, some patches can be com-
bined to form a meaningful object or object part, which is
similar to the terms constituted by closely relevant words in
text. These patches are considered as having a “neighboring
relation,” as illustrated in Fig. 1. To incorporate the neighbor-
ing relation into the BOW, we measure the information that
the neighboring visual word groups give for classification and
use the occurrence number of informative groups in image
representation.

In natural language words’ contextual information is usually
modeled by the N-gram language model in text categorization,
according to the grammar which restricts the words connection
and order. The N-gram model estimates the conditional prob-
ability of word sequences of length N(N ≥ 2), and set as the
prior knowledge for understanding the text. Many works model
the neighboring relation between words using the conditional
probability assuming the Markov property or words sequence,
such as VLM [35]. As we have explained, it is hard to integrate
with the BOW. To directly adopt the N-gram in the BOW,
and count the number of N-grams in the image to construct
a “Bag of N-grams,” we encounter the practical problem that
the vector dimension for representing an image is too high to
compute. For example, the number of Bi-grams constituted
by 1000 visual words is 500 000 without considering the
order. At the same time, many word pairs are useless for the
classification and even seldom appear. Therefore, we need to
extract the informative neighboring visual words groups and
model them based on the BOW.
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TABLE I

Observed Frequencies of Word Pair

Wt = B Wt �= B

Ws = A O11 O12 Ro1

Ws �= A O21 O22 Ro2

Co1 Co2

TABLE II

Expected Frequencies of Word Pair

Wt = B Wt �= B

Ws = A E11 = Ro1×Co1
N

E12 = Ro1×Co2
N

Ws �= A E21 = Ro2×Co1
N

E22 = Ro2×Co2
N

Various feature selection or key term extraction techniques
proposed in the text area can be applied. Among them,
the automatic terms extraction technique with the chi-square
criterion, which is commonly used and is shown to be very
effective [39], is adopted. Automatic terms extraction is used
to find relevant word groups through the statistic information
from the corpus. It calculates a confidence value that a pair
of words constitutes a term. Considering any two consecutive
words Ws and Wt in the corpus forming a word pair (Ws, Wt),
for each word pair we can get the contingency table of
observed frequencies Oij as Table I. Where O11 represents
the frequency of word pair (Ws, Wt) in the corpus when Ws

is A and Wt is B. O12 represents the frequency that Ws is
A and Wt is not B. O21 represents the frequency that Ws is
not A and Wt is B. O22 represents the frequency that Ws is
not A and Wt is not B. Based on Table I, the expected values
of these frequencies, if consecutive words A and B form a
meaningful term, can be calculated according to Table II.
The Eij values are the expected occurrence number of the
corresponding cases to the Oij values in Table I. N is the fre-
quency of all word pairs in the corpus. Using the above two
tables, for any of the two words A and B, the confidence
that they form a term can be calculated by the following (5).
Word pairs with a high-confidence value are considered as the
terms

Confidence(A, B) = 2
∑
i,j

Oij log
Oij

Eij

. (5)

In the BOW representation, an image is analogous to a
document, thus by the above method the confidence value that
a group of neighboring visual words form an informative part
can also be calculated. For convenience, here we use N-gram
to name the group of N neighboring words and define the
Bi-gram as the visual word pair occurring in neighbor, and
the (N + 1)-gram as the neighboring pair of an N-gram and
a word. Fig. 5 illustrates the definition of “visual N-gram.”
After translating the features to visual words, we consider
their 8-neighborhood relation in the image space and extract
the neighboring word groups as shown in Fig. 5. Using the
above confidence evaluating method, informative neighboring
N-grams are extracted by the following procedure.

Fig. 5. Illustration of the visual N-grams extraction. The top middle image
shows the extracted local features from the top left image, and the features
are converted to visual words as at the top right image. The below figures
illustrate the “visual N-grams” we define.

1) Count the occurrence of all the word pairs in the training
set, calculate the confidence value of each word pair and
extract those whose confidence is high to construct the
Bi-gram terms.

2) Find the informative (N + 1)-grams by calculating the
confidence of an N-gram with a word and extract these
with high-confidence values. This step can be iterated.

In practice, visual word groups with a small occurrence
number are neglected. Finally, we count the occurrence num-
ber of the informative neighboring N-grams and concatenate
to the original BOW representation.

D. Classification

Considering the two contextual relations together, an image
can be finally represented by a multilevel BOW representation
by first incorporating the neighboring relation then applying
the multiple level conceptual relation modeling method. With
the conceptual distance between visual words measured by the
method of the previous section, the initial K visual words can
be grouped to K C relational groups by an agglomerative
procedure. To incorporate the words relation information on
multiple levels, we group the relational words with different
similarity criterions resulting in different levels of the group
numbers K Cs. K Cs are set as the following:

K Cl = K/2l, l = 0, . . . , L − 1 (6)

where L represents the number of conceptual levels con-
sidered. On each level a histogram representation can be
computed; as a result, an image is represented as a multireso-
lution histogram of the pyramid structure, where higher level
features are encoded semantically more coarsely. Based on this
representation categorization is taken using the kernel SVM.
Here we adopted the idea of the pyramid matching [11] for
combining multilevel information in matching.

The pyramid matching works by placing a sequence of
increasingly coarser grids over the feature space and taking
a weighted sum of the number of matches that occur at
each level of resolution, with coarser levels assigned smaller
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weights. A sequence of grids at different resolutions 0, . . . , L

is constructed over the feature space. At any resolution, two
points are considered as a match if they fall into the same cell
of the grid. Matches found at finer resolutions are weighted
more highly than matches found at coarser resolutions. Specif-
ically, consider that the feature dimension is d and the grid at
level l has 2l cells along each dimension; thus there are in
total T = 2dl cells. Let Hl

x and Hl
y denote the histograms of x

and y at this resolution, Hl
x(i) and Hl

y(i) are the numbers of
points from x and y that fall into the ith cell of the grid. Then
the number of matches at level l is given by the histogram
intersection function

I(Hl
X, Hl

Y ) =
T∑

i=1

min(Hl
X(i), Hl

Y (i)). (7)

Note that the number of matches found at level l also includes
all the matches found at the finer level l + 1. Therefore, the
number of new matches found at level l is given by Il − Il+1

for l = 0, . . . , L − 1 (abbreviate I(Hl
x, H

l
y) as Il). The weight

associated with level l is set to 1/2L−l, which is inversely
proportional to cell width at that level. Intuitively, matches
found in larger cells should be weighted lower because the cor-
responding features are increasingly dissimilar. In summary, a
pyramid match kernel (PMK) is defined as

KL
PMK(x, y) = IL +

L−1∑
l=0

1

2L−l
(Il − Il + 1)

=
1

2L
I0 +

L∑
l=0

1

2L−l + 1
. (8)

Both the histogram intersection and the pyramid match kernel
are Mercer kernels [11].

SVM has demonstrated its effectiveness in many catego-
rization tasks and shows excellent performance for feature
combination. The kernel is important for SVM. In previous
works using BOW, several kernel types have been adopted,
such as histogram intersection and linear. The proposed match-
ing kernel is defined based on the Laplacian radial basis
function (LRBF) proposed in [7], which has shown superior
performance in histogram-based image categorization. Given
two images which are represented by K-dimensional vectors
x and y, respectively, the LRBF kernel is defined as

KLRBF(x, y) = exp

[
−Dis(x, y)

A

]
(9)

with the distance function

Dis(x, y) =
K∑
i=1

|x(i) − y(i)|. (10)

In this paper, representing an image on L levels, x and
y each contain L vectors of different dimensions as defined
in (6). The multilevel representation of images corresponds
to different fine levels in conceptual relations. A lower level
means the words groups have a finer relation and the matched
local features are semantically more similar. Motivated the

Fig. 6. Example images of the 15 scene categories.

pyramid matching kernel, the kernel function for image match-
ing is defined as

Dis(x, y) =
L−1∑
l=0

aldl(x, y) (11)

where al is the weight at level l defined as al = 1/2l, dl

represents the distance between x and y at level l, and is
defined as

dl(x, y) =
K−Cl∑
i=1

|xl(i) − yl(i)|. (12)

The parameter A in the LRBF kernel is set as the mean
value of the defined distances between all training images
in the implementation. This parameter setting works well in
experiments.

IV. Experimental Result

In this section, we evaluate the proposed algorithm for
two kinds of visual categorization tasks: scene and video
event categorization, which can be used for understanding
what and where the video is. Two widely used benchmarks,
the TRECVID2005 video events database [33] and 15 scene
categories database [17], are used in the experiments. For
feature extraction, gray level images are used for both datasets.
The sampling interval M of local patches is set as 8 and 10 for
the two datasets, respectively. The scale of extracted patches
is randomly sampled between 10 to 30 pixels. The SVM is
implemented using LIBSVM [6]. Multiclass classification is
done with the SVM trained using the one-versus-all rule. The
parameters of SVM, such as the cost value C, are set empir-
ically and fixed in all the tests for a database. Though cross
validation can be used for parameter selection, its computation
is high for large datasets and our parameters setting also does
well as we observed in experiments.

A. Evaluation on Scene Categorization

The scene database is composed of 15 scene categories:
Store, Office, Tall building, Street, Open country, Mountain,
Inside city, Highway, Forest, Coast, Living room, Kitchen,
Industrial, Suburb, and Bedroom. Each category has 212 to
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TABLE III

Comparison of Different Kernel Types With BOW

Kernel Intersection Linear Polynomial LRBF
AR 79.8% 78.2% 77.9% 81.3%

TABLE IV

Performance of BoC and BOW With Different Vocabulary

Sizes

K/K C 100 200 400 1000 1500
BOW 74.7% 76.0% 80.3% 81.3% 80.9%
BoC 77.4% 79.8% 81.3% X X

TABLE V

Comparison of Different Level Numbers of CBOW

L 1 2 3 4
AR 82.4% 83.1% 83.3% 83.4%

410 images, and average image size is 240 × 352 pixels. The
major sources of the pictures in the dataset include the COREL
collection, personal photographs, and Google image search.
This is one of the most complete scene category datasets
used in the literature thus far. Fig. 6 shows the example
images. Following previous works on this dataset [17], [20],
we randomly choose 100 images per class for training and
use the rest for testing. The classification accuracy rate (AR)
is adopted as evaluation criterion, i.e., the number of correctly
classified images versus the number of all test images.

We first test the baseline BOW method with different
parameter settings. Table III compares the performance of
different kernel types with the BOW. The performance of
LRBF is shown to be better than the other three popular
kernel types, which validates the effectiveness of the proposed
CBOW matching kernel based on LRBF. The vocabulary size
for the baseline BOW is also tested and the results are shown in
the row “BOW” in Table IV. The best performance is achieved
when K = 1000. The conceptually relational words groups
obtained by the proposed method can also be considered as
the intermediate concepts, based on which we can construct a
“Bag of Concepts” on a single semantic level. The row “BoC”
in Table IV gives the performance of the Bag of Concepts with
a different words groups number K C. They are learned from
an original vocabulary of 1000. As shown in the table, the BoC
is better than the original BOW with the same vocabulary size.
This result verifies the effectiveness of the proposed conceptual
relation measuring method and shows that encoding the local
features semantically is more effective than using the words
learned by pure clustering.

The proposed neighboring relation modeling method is then
evaluated. An original vocabulary of size K = 400 is used in
this test since large vocabularies cause much computational
load, and the confidence calculation of (5) relies on the precise
statistics of visual words in the training corpus, while large
vocabularies have too many word pairs to estimate and require

TABLE VI

Performance Comparison on the 15 Scene Categories

Alg. VLM BOW CBOW CBOW SL SPM SPM IC
AR 53.6% 81.3% 83.4% 85.1% 83.4% 83.3%

much training data. The informative Bi-grams with high-
confidence values are extracted and used to construct a “Bag of
Bi-grams.” The best performance is achieved when using 800
Bi-grams, giving an accuracy rate of 74.1%. It’s lower than
the original BOW due to the information loss when discarding
most word pairs. However, the combination of the 800 Bi-
grams and the original 400 words yields an accuracy rate
of 82.4%. It is better than the BOW with large vocabularies
and proves that the neighboring relation can be helpful. With
the proposed method, informative N-grams (N > 2) can be
further extracted. However, due to the lack of training data
for statistics, there are only a few Tri-grams with a high-
confidence value.

Using the combination of 800 Bi-grams and 400 words
as the initial vocabulary, the conceptual relation modeling
method is applied as the proposed CBOW. Table V lists
the performance of CBOW with different level numbers,
i.e., L in (6). The performance improves as L increases for
the consideration of more conceptual relation. However, it
does not change much when L is high, since as in (6), the
dimension of higher level representation becomes lower and
the incorporated information is small. Finally, we used four
levels in the following tests on the scene dataset.

Table VI gives the performance of the proposed CBOW
and the combination of spatial layout context with the CBOW
(CBOW SL), which partitions images into 2 × 2 regions
and concatenates the representation of all the regions. There,
recent local feature-based methods, the VLM [35], BOW,
SPM, and the SPM with intermediate concepts (SPM IC)
[20], are compared. The best performance of SPM is achieved
with vocabulary size K = 400 and level number L = 3, as it
surpasses previous reported results on this dataset by “gist” [1]
and pLSA [10]. The proposed CBOW and the previous SPM
obtain similar improvements over the baseline BOW, which
demonstrates the importance of spatial layout and the proposed
contextual relations of local patches for categorization. Note
that the dimension for image representation in the SPM is
thus 400 ∗ (1 + 4 + 16) = 8400, while that of the CBOW
is 1200 + 600 + 300 + 150 = 2250, which is much lower. It
means the CBOW costs much less computation than the SPM
with a similar performance level. To classify the 2985 test
images of this dataset, the BOW with 1000 visual words takes
about 113 s, the SPM takes 944 s, while the proposed CBOW
method requires about 248 s (2.4 GHz CUP and 3G RAM;
not including feature extraction time). High performance is
achieved by integrating all these contextual relations between
local patches together. As shown in Table VI, CBOW SL
yields the best result. This result proves the importance of
local patches context for categorization. The VLM shows low
performance for its Bayesian classification framework. Trying
to model the conditional dependence between visual words, it
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Fig. 7. Example keyframes of TRECVID2005 10 high-level video event
concepts.

does not utilize the classification power of machine learning
techniques such as SVM. Comparatively, the BOW-based
methods can be more flexible and therefore more effective.

B. Evaluation on Events Categorization

The TRECVID2005 video event concepts dataset contains
a total of 61 901 keyframes from 39 annotated categories.
These keyframes are extracted from a variety of real TV news
programs. The size of the keyframes is 240 × 352; it is a very
challenging dataset. In the TRECVID, high-level feature ex-
traction task [33], the following ten concepts were chosen for
evaluation: Building, Car, Explosion Fire, Flag US, Maps,
Mountain, People Marching, Prisoner, Sports, and Water. In
this test, we also evaluate the ten concepts detection and
compare with previous work [37]. Fig. 7 shows the example
keyframes. We follow the experimental settings of [22], [37]
to partition the data for training and test. In [22], [37], the
annotated dataset is partitioned to training, validation and
test sets. However, in this experiment, the validation set is
not needed for choosing the parameters since the parameter
values are fixed for all categories. Therefore, the training and
validation partitions are used for training together and the test
set is used for test. Since in the training set, the number of
negative samples is much larger than the number of positive
ones, for each category, the negative training keyframes are
down sampled by ten in model learning. The keyframes in the
TRECVID2005 set may contain several overlapping concepts
and each keyframe may be classified into multiple categories.
In this experiment, we posed the multilabel video annotation
task into a binary classification problem using binary SVM as
the classifier, which classifies the keyframes from one category
as positive, with the rest being treated as negative. For each

concept a binary classifier is learned and the ten concept
classifiers are applied to each test keyframe one by one; finally,
the positive ones are output as the resulting multiple labels.

Following previous work on this dataset [22], [37], the
average precision (AP) is adopted as the performance measure.
For each concept, assuming N retrieved keyframes are ranked,
and R of them are relevant (R < N), we can define the AP
as follows:

AP =
1

R

N∑
j=1

Rj

j
∗ Bj (13)

where Bj = 1 if the j-th shot is relevant, otherwise 0. Rj is the
number of relevant keyframes in the top j retrieved keyframes.
Precision and recall were also popular performance measures
when evaluating detection algorithms [12]. However, both
recall and precision must be taken into account simultaneously,
which is not convenient in the case of multiple concepts detec-
tion. Usually, the AP is the most commonly used performance
measure and it takes into account both recall and precision
[43]. To observe the performance extensively, we also plot the
Precision–Recall curves of some concepts in the results.

Two typical previous works on this dataset, Columbia [37]
and MSRA [22], are compared in the test. They use global
features with the SVM classifier and yield excellent perfor-
mance. In [22], several kinds of global features are combined.
Here only the best one, 5 × 5 color moment, is implemented
for comparison since the BOW can also be considered as
one feature. The original BOW [8], [40] and the SPM [17]
are also implemented for comparison. It is difficult to apply
other local feature-based algorithms not based on BOW to the
large dataset due to the high computation. In [38], the BOW
was applied to TRECVID data with extensive comparisons of
different parametric settings such as visual vocabulary size and
weighting scheme. However, the sparse local feature extraction
they used degrades the performance, and the large visual
vocabularies used cause a high-computational load. Due to
the huge computational load for this large dataset, we fix the
initial vocabulary size as K = 1000 for each concept and use
the TF weighting method. This setting proves to be effective
in experiments.

Based on this baseline the proposed conceptual relation
modeling method is applied with three levels, i.e., L = 3
in (6). The neighboring relation modeling was also tried.
500 Bi-grams with high-relevant confidence were extracted
and incorporated to the BOW. However, for this dataset the
proposed neighboring relation modeling of patches does not
provide improvement and the AP values go down to about 0.02
lower than the original BOW. The reason is that the variation
of keyframes in this set is large and there are only a small
amount of positive samples for most concepts; the expected
occurrence numbers and confidence values of word pairs can-
not be estimated precisely. In the following result, the proposed
CBOW only contains the conceptual relation. As shown in the
scene categorization experiment, with the dataset containing
less variation, the confidence estimation is more precise and
the proposed neighboring relation modeling does help.

In Fig. 8, we compare the resulting AP values of Columbia
[37], MSRA [22], the BOW, the SPM of two levels, and the
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Fig. 8. Comparison of APs of six methods on the TRECVID2005 10 video event concepts.

TABLE VII

Performance Comparison on the TRECVID2005 Ten Video

Concepts

Alg. Columbia MSRA BOW SPM CBOW CBOW SL
MAP 0.2881 0.3214 0.3580 0.3928 0.4026 0.4193

Fig. 9. Precision–Recall curves of four video event concepts.

proposed CBOW. Spatial layout context is also combined to
the proposed CBOW to study the context of local patches
further, and the result is listed for comparison (CBOW SL).
Table VII lists the mean AP (MAP) values of these methods.
Compared to the global feature-based methods of Columbia
and MSRA, local feature-based BOW related methods yield
better performance for the good representation ability. The
contextual relations of CBOW and the spatial layout relation of
SPM both yield significant improvements over the BOW while
the CBOW is superior. The performance is further improved
by introducing the spatial layout information to the CBOW by
partitioning keyframes into 2 × 2 regions and concatenating
the representation of all the regions together. Fig. 9 plots the
Precision–Recall curves of four example concepts for better
observation and comparison. We can see the proposed CBOW
or CBOW SL shows good performance on these concepts

from the curves, which coincides with the measurement of
the AP values.

From Fig. 8, we can also see that for some specific concepts
the global feature-based methods are much better than the
proposed method. Thus, they are complementary and could
be combined for better performance. It is noticeable that for
the concept Mountain, the global feature-based methods yield
very low APs and for Prisoner the local feature-based methods
perform poorly. One reason is that the global description of
Mountain is not discriminative from other concepts while the
local characteristics of Prisoner can be confused with concepts
such as People Marching, etc. Another reason causing the
big variation of AP values is the small number of positive test
samples of the two concepts, i.e., three for Prisoner and 40
for Mountain out of more than 6000 test keyframes.

V. Conclusion

In this paper, we addressed the problem of the BOW
algorithm that local patches context is neglected and pro-
posed a new algorithm, named CBOW, modeling the concep-
tual context and neighboring context of local patches based
on the BOW. First, the measurements for these relations
between visual words were introduced. Then visual words
were grouped on multiple levels according to the conceptual
relation. Images were represented and matched accordingly.
Visual words groups, which have informative neighboring
relation, were extracted and their statistics were incorpo-
rated in the image representation. The proposed method
was tested for scene categorization and video event cate-
gorization tasks. Experimental results showed that the con-
textual relations between local patches can be very useful
for categorization and the proposed algorithm achieves sig-
nificant improvement over the original BOW. Furthermore,
in experiments the spatial layout context also was com-
bined to extensively study the importance of local patches
context for categorization with a high performance being
achieved.
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